Collaboration Bruce Nauman Parkett Art
sound, light, video, and installation works - parkett - sound, light, video, and installation works made by
artists for parkett since 1984 vol 1-100/101 august 2017 . jennifer allora & guillermo calzadilla laurie anderson
cao fei valentin carron sylvie fleuryy kkatharina fritsch peter fischli & david weiss damien hirst ppierre huygue
bruce nauman tony oursler mai-thu perret richard prince mika rottenberg monika sosnowska sturtevant diana
thater ... people - the parkett books and editions on contemporary art - bruce nauman albert oehlen
paulina olowska nicolas party mai-thu perret elizabeth peyton richard phillips sigmar polke richard prince rh
quaytman markus raetz charles ray pipilotti rist dana schutz shirana shahbazi dayanita singh frances stark
sam taylor-wood fred tomaselli rosemarie trockel luc tuymans kelley walker jeff wall charline von heyl kara
walker any warhol john waters gillian ... exhibition: 22 may 17 july 2010, stpi gallery. free ... - browse
parkett‘s recent volumes and its page art projects. also on view are artists‘ sketches, letters and other material
documenting the direct collaboration between parkett and the artists. the tony oursler room is a site specific
installation of edition work talking light whereby the intensity of light bulbs reacts to sound emission from
visitors. it was the boldness and originality of ... collaborations with parkett : [brochure] 1984 to now collaborations with parkett : [brochure] 1984 to now [deoborah wye, judith b. hecker] date 2001 publisher the
museum of modern art, department of prints and illustrated books jason rhoades cv 2018 d6jcg90g7mpvuoudfront - yes bruce nauman, zwirner & wirth, new york 2005 baroque and neo-baroque:
the hell of the beautiful, domus artium 2, fundación salamanca ciudad de cultura, salamanca, spain complete
list of exhibitions - c-e-c - parkett exhibition of all ... mike kelley, martin kippenberger, jeff koons, jannis
kounellis, brice marden, mario merz, bruce nauman, 3 meret oppenheim, sigmar polke, markus raetz, thomas
ruff, edward ruscha, tim rollins + k.o.s., cindy sherman, philip taaffe, james turell, jeff wall, andy warhol, robert
wilson. may 13, 1992, at 6.30 pm, conference held by jacqueline burckhardt : le musée en ... jason rhoades
cv 2015 - d6jcg90g7mpvuoudfront - david zwirner this document was updated october 7, 2014. for
reference only and not for purposes of publication. for more information, please contact marina gluckman:
marina@davidzwirner. "matthew barney and the paradox of the neo-avant-garde ... - matthew barney
and the paradox of the neo-avant-garde blockbuster by alexandra keller and frazer ward abstract. analyzing
the connections between matthew barney’s cremaster series and a double genealogy—performance art of the
1960s and 1970s and blockbuster ﬁ lm and museum culture—this essay argues that the series’ investment in
the block-buster serves to spectacularize performance ... center for curatorial leadership announces
selection of ... - center for curatorial leadership announces selection of ninth class of curatorial fellows twelve
curators to convene in 2016 for five months of intensive training contact: hannah howe (646) 405 - 8065
hannahe@artcurators . 2 richard aste curator of european art brooklyn museum new york, ny peter barberie
the brodsky curator of photographs philadelphia museum of art philadelphia, pa ... robert storr - universes
in universe - collaboration with the tate gallery), and dis locations (1991-92). in 1995, he organized as in
1995, he organized as coordinating curator an exhibition on bruce nauman (golden lion at the 48th
international art founding benefactors and principal donors - founding benefactors and principal donors
erika and robin congreve and jenny gibbs knew from the outset that they wanted the prize to constitute a
significant opportunity for each of the artists involved and not just the eventual winner. they wanted being a
finalist to be an accolade in itself. this year, major donor dayle mace has made that possible through her
generous award of $5,000 to ... in direzione ostinata e contraria scritti sull’arte co ... - lawler, bruce
nauman, yvonne rainer, peter saul and kara walker. with the aim of stimulating an analysis of what it with the
aim of stimulating an analysis of what it means to be a critic and art historian today, the discussion will also
consider storr's book “settembre” (heni publishing),
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